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Message from the SCCTM President

Dear SCCTM Members,

The board of SCCTM would like to thank all authors for sharing their knowledge and expertise
by writing for The MathMate. We would also like to thank Gina Dunn for serving as the editor
for this edition of The MathMate and the reviewers for their careful reviews and consideration of
the authors’ work. We hope you will consider sharing your expertise with the membership of
SCCTM by writing about your successful lessons, activities, and classroom-based strategies. The
MathMate serves as a vehicle to connect us and help us learn from one another as we collectively
strive to ensure all students have access to high quality mathematics education. Without your
submissions, we lose this wonderful opportunity to share and learn from one another.

Sincerely,
Leigh Martin
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Announcements
Membership News:
Renew your NCTM membership online and designate South Carolina Council of Teachers of
Mathematics for the affiliate rebate.

If you would like your announcement to appear in the next issue of The MathMate, please email all
information to SCMathMate@gmail.com. Announcements will be published at the discretion of The
MathMate Editorial Board.
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Guest Editorial

Passing the Leadership Baton!
Gina Dunn
In the fall of 1995, I attended my first SCCTM Fall conference. I was a second year
teacher and was like a sponge, soaking up everything that came my way. I went from session to
session without ever stopping for lunch. I entered the grand ballroom at the end of the day to
discover a sea of faces in the Business Meeting. The only time I had ever seen that many people in
one room was at my college graduation! At the end of the meeting door prizes were awarded and I
won! It was just a pencil eraser, but you would have thought that I had won a hundred dollars. My
first conference experience made me a lifelong devotee of SCCTM. Each year the Eisenhower funds
only supported two teachers for the SCCTM Fall Conference. It was my goal every year to secure
one of the spots and soak up more and more knowledge. Each time I attended the conference, I
came back with a renewed spirit and a ton of ideas for the classroom.
As I grew as a teacher and became more confident in my abilities I started sharing my
classroom ideas as a speaker at the SCCTM Fall conference. I starting looking forward to seeing
familiar faces each year at the meeting. Although we would only see each other at the conferences,
a SCCTM family bond had formed. During one of the conferences, a few of my mathematics
professors from college came to my presentation. It was an amazing feeling to have those that I had
learned under to come to learn from me. A few years later I received a call from Bruce White at
Lander University. He stated that several of my former professors were discussing a presentation
that I had made at a SCCTM conference and had asked him to reach out to me for a position that
had just come open at Lander. It was then that I passed the Leadership Baton for the first time.
Passing the baton didn’t mean that I stopped the race, it meant that I was free to start a new race.
Picking up the baton of Education Specialist for the Department of Mathematics and
Computing for Lander University led me to other roles within SCCTM. I was asked to serve as a
member of the Advisory Assembly. As a member of the Advisory Assembly I would meet with the
other members and discuss issues brought to us by the Executive Board and also brainstorm on
ideas of how to improve SCCTM. Serving on the Advisory Assembly led to my appointment as the
Chair of the committee for the Preservice Teachers Scholarship. This was a baton that I was glad to
pick up. After all who says that I must run the race with only one baton in hand? This baton was a
pleasure to carry, because each year I was able to see evidence from the best and brightest that
someone was picking up the Leadership Baton of Teacher of Mathematics!
My love of and devotion to SCCTM grew. When I passed on the Leadership Baton for the
Advisory Assembly I picked up the heaviest Leadership Baton that I had ever experienced! This
baton was to resurrect The MathMate, SCCTM’s peer reviewed journal. The MathMate had not
been published in two years and many SCCTM members felt that its absence had left a hole in
SCCTM that needed to be filled.
I proudly picked up the Leadership Baton for The MathMate and have published seven
issues during my tenure as Editor. During this year’s SCCTM Fall Conference, I picked up yet another
Leadership Baton, Treasurer of SCCTM. The weight to this baton along with all of the others from
my professional life have become too heavy to carry alone, so I will be passing the Leadership
Batons of The MathMate and Committee Chair for Preservice Teachers Scholarship to my Lander
colleague Chris Duncan. I have watched Chris grow in his profession over the last few years and feel
confident that he will continue the race and make me proud!
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Brain Blasts in the Classroom
Caitlin Dabkowski
Alice Drive Middle School
Abstract
This article discusses Brain Blasts, a short activity that can be incorporated into a lesson at any time. The
purpose of Brain Blasts is to engage students in the lesson, increase academic performance, and decrease
behavior issues in the classroom.

Every teacher wants to engage their students in the classroom. Teachers use a variety of strategies in order to
have their students engaged in the material they are teaching. This year, I have used Brain Blasts in my classroom
with my 7th grade math classes. Brain Blasts are a way to get students active in order for them to be engaged, or
more engaged, in what you are doing in your classroom. Brain Blasts can increase engagement in the classroom,
decrease behavior issues and increase academic performance. They are short, two to three minute activities that
can be done during any amount of class time.
Brain Blasts, or Brain Breaks as they are also called, are physical activity breaks that are short where students
participate in a structured physical activity according to Ferrer and Laughlin (2017). These activities normally last
from one to five minutes allowing students to become refocused and more engaged in the lesson. Brain Blasts
have had a positive impact academically and behaviorally in my classes. Throughout the year, I have used the Brain
Blasts as shown in Table 1. After a Brain Blast, I have observed that more students are raising their hands to
participate in answering questions as well as taking part in the discussions we are having about mathematics. My
administration took notice of how engaged my students were during an observation using the Effective Learning
Environments Observation Tool (ELEOT) tool from AdvancED.

Table 1:
Name of Brain Blast

Description

Rock, Paper, Scissors

Students stand back to back and jump up and down as they say rock , paper,
and scissors. When they say scissors they will turn to face each other.
In order to be a rock students will jump and put their arms to their sides
(forms I). In order to be papers, students will jump and put there arms out in
the air by their heads and to be scissors (forms T). Students will jump and
cross their arms in front of their chest like a jumping jack (forms X). The
same rules apply like the normal game. Play best out of five.

Mingle, Mingle, Group

Mingle, Mingle, Group! In this game students mill about the classroom
saying, “mingle, mingle, mingle” in soft voices until the teacher says,
“Groups of 5,” at which point the students must quickly group themselves
into groups with the correct number of people. Students who are left over
must do three jumping jacks before the next round starts. The teacher can
call out any number for the group size. You can also add rules such as: as
soon as a group is complete, all members must sit down in a line.

Math Shootout

Students will be in pairs and stand with their backs to each other. The
students will jump as they count to three. On the word three, they will turn
and face each other. When they face each other, they will hold up a number
on their fingers. The first student to state the sum of their fingers wins.
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Handshake game

Students will find a partner. Students will complete the following handshake
as fast as they can.
1. Shake right hand
2. Shake left hand
3. Right hand fist bump
4. Left hand fist bump
5. Right hand hammer tap
6. Left hand hammer tap
7. Crossing high fives (hands crossed give high fives)
8. Double fist bump
9. Lastly, double high fives

5-4-3-2-1

Students perform these exercises in the following order:
● 5 jumping jacks
● Spin 4 times around
● Jump on one foot 3 times
● Walk twice around the room
● Give someone 1 high five

The Brain Blasts above are from the following sources: Susan Flynn, and Rachel Lynette.
The rise of engagement in my classroom not only affected participation in my classroom, but it has also had an
effect academically. In the 2015-2016 school year, six out of 129, 5%, students failed mathematics for the year. In
the 2016-2017 school year approximately 0.6% failed mathematics or one student out of 155. According to
Weslake and Christian (2015), “There is, however, documented evidence that giving students a break during
lessons using well-developed activities positively impacts on students’ vision and reading comprehension”. There is
much more research to be done in this area, but I infer from their study that if the students’ reading
comprehensive skills increase due to short break or changes during a lesson, then so would other academic skills,
such as math skills.
Physical activity increases brain function. The brain’s response to the activity is shown in diagram 1. This is a
look at the brain after twenty minutes of walking. The picture of the brain after twenty minutes of exercise
illustrates the increase in brain activity compared to the picture of the brain that had been sitting. Dr. Scadhill from
Science Daily states that there is substantial evidence that physical activity may improve academic behavior,
cognitive skills, and attitudes in the classroom. I have clearly seen attitude and behavioral changes within my own
classroom. Last year in 2015- 2016 school year, I submitted sixteen behavioral referrals in my math classroom.
Twelve of these referrals were for students that disrupted the class by their actions. This year, 2016-2017 school
year, I have written fourteen referrals, but only three have been for classroom disruptions.
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Diagram 1
(Research and scan compliments of Dr. Chuck Hillman University of Illinois: Hillman, C.H., et al. (2009) The effect
of acute treadmill walking on cognitive control and academic achievement in preadolescent children.
Neuroscience. 159(3):1044-54.)

Brain Blasts gives students a chance to move around which activates the brain-derived neurotropic factors
also called BDNF. From Ratey’s book Spark (2008), BDNF acts in the central nervous system and the peripheral
nervous system which assists the survival of existing neurons and encourages the growth and differentiation of
new neurons and synapses (2008). In the brain, BDNF activate in the hippocampus, cortex and basal forebrain areas vital to learning, memory and higher thinking. BDNF is stored in the legs and released into the bloodstream
and brain by moving your legs. This is what makes Brain Blast work. Brain Blasts involves moving the whole body
including the legs which releases the BDNF.
All of the Brain Blasts listed in table 1 involve movement of the legs which helps improve the function of the
brain. These Brain Blasts helps students focus and become more engaged in the classroom. They decrease
behavioral issues and increase academic performance. Brain Blasts increase brain function which leads to better
student performance. These Brain Blasts are easy to use in the classroom and the students are better behaved for
using them. Brain Blasts should be used in every classroom.
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Statistics Come to Life
Bridget Coleman
University of South Carolina Aiken
Thomas Reid
University of South Carolina Aiken
Abstract
This article describes ways to strengthen the relevancy of the study of statistics with real-life
applications and other disciplines from middle grades through college statistics topics. By adding
meaningful, thought-provoking connections to math lessons, teachers encourage students to value
mathematics and its application to their lives.

Introduction
When will I ever need this in “real life?” Why would I want to calculate and analyze statistics? Stem
and leaf sounds like some kind of flower, not a data analysis tool. When will I ever use this? What does
this have to do with me and my life?
Often times, students wonder how mathematics relates to their lives outside of school. Students
question the relevancy of their work in the mathematics classroom. Many students perceive mathematics
as information and procedures to be memorized, not necessarily to be understood and applied. Statistics
is one area where teachers can promote connections that add meaning to encourage students to value
mathematics and its applications. Incorporating relevant data from historical and current sources adds
rich, meaningful context and real-life application to the study of statistics. Through authentic applications
of math, student lamentations can turn into meaningful, revelations.
All aspects of life are inherently interwoven. Historically, educators such as John Dewey, Howard
Gardener, and Benjamin Bloom have emphasized the value of contextual learning. Integrating curriculum
can provide students meaningful opportunities to connect learning in and out of school (Beane, 1997;
Vars, 2001). Integration promotes the relevance of classroom learning by making the curriculum more
meaningful to students’ lives (Hargreaves & Moore, 2000). In its recent publication, Principles to Actions:
Ensuring Mathematical Success for All (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), 2014),
NCTM calls on teachers to plan and implement effective instruction as described by the eight
Mathematics Teaching Practices engaging students in meaningful learning that promotes mathematical
reasoning. Effective math lessons pose purposeful questions promoting reasoning, problem solving,
discussion, the use of mathematical representations, and making connections to deepen understanding of
concepts and procedures.
Connections through Real-Life Applications
Data is all around us. To be able to make reasoned, informed decisions, students need to be able to
both interpret and analyze data. Authentic problem-solving opportunities abound with the use of
historical and current data. Mathematics is part of our everyday lives, not just random, noncontextualized facts to memorize. Real-life applications give students opportunities in using tools to
integrate math into their everyday lives—a skill that will prove extremely valuable in the future. Data
analysis can be relevant and interesting for students as they investigate meaningful questions.
Emphasizing the value of connections, NCTM (2000, 2014) promotes providing students with
opportunities to experience mathematics in context. Students should connect mathematical concepts to
their daily lives. Such connections can also be found in situations arising from the sciences, the social
sciences, medicine, and commerce.
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With access to the Internet, information is instantaneously at our fingertips. In our world of access to
massive amounts of ever-changing information, our students need to be critical thinkers who can
interpret, analyze, and evaluate information. Students learn best when they are actively engaged in the
learning process and asked to make connections between the content we teach and the lives they lead.
Data sets from historical and current contexts are readily available for research. Data from sources listed
in Table 1 can be analyzed using mathematics, as well as from the perspective of other disciplines.
Table 1. Websites for Data and Statistics
Topic
Presidents, V.P.s, & First
Ladies of the USA
USA Government Statistics
Life Expectancy by Country
(2015)
U.S. Life Expectancy at Birth
by Race & Gender (19302010)
U.S. Census Bureau Data
Aviation Data
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention
State Facts
U.S. Department of
Agriculture Fact Book
National Center for
Educational Statistics
The American Revolution
The War of 1812
The U.S. Civil War

URL
https://www.usa.gov/presidents
https://www.usa.gov/statistics
http://www.infoplease.com/world/statistics/life-expectancycountry.html
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0005148.html

https://www.census.gov/
https://www.faa.gov/data_research/aviation_data_statistics/
http://www.cdc.gov/datastatistics/
http://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/state-fact-sheets.aspx
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/Ag_Statistics/
https://nces.ed.gov/
http://theamericanrevolution.org/
http://www.theuswarof1812.org/
http://www.theuscivilwar.org/

In addition to accessing existing data sets, students can conduct their own experiments to investigate
topics pertaining directly to their interests. Involving students in statistics research projects actively
engages them in collecting and analyzing data with a purpose. The projects can be tailored to the
student’s interest and level of statistical knowledge. Students who have a basic proficiency in statistics
can select a project which addresses a single population. More advanced students can compare two
groups, or even do a simple linear regression, for a more challenging (and rewarding) experience.
Collecting data should be relatively easy and inexpensive to obtain. Students complete written and oral
reports of the investigation including the topic question, data collection, methods, analysis, and
conclusion. The written report includes a detailed explanation of the test and analysis. Table 2 lists some
sample project topics that are appropriate for the more advanced students.
Table 2. Sample Statistics Project Ideas
Aluminum vs. Wooden
Bats
 Distance hit
 Weight / Mass
Vehicle costs
 Students vs. full-time
workers
 Gas mileage vs.
make/model, number
of people in vehicle

Boiling Water
 Lid vs. No Lid
 Different pot sizes
 Different burner sizes
Compare Men/Women
 Work shift preference
 Number of Guns
Owned
 Coffee drinker or not
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Brand Comparisons
 Capacity of drink cans
 Number of raisins in a
raisin bran cereal
Regression
 Tootsie-Roll Pop:
Licks vs Age
 Frisbee Golf:
hits vs distance

Students find it interesting to collect their own data on a variety of topics. Teach students how to
write surveys, and then survey their school or local community premised on a social issue most pressing
to them. Students can create their own charts, tables, and graphs by conducting independent research
and reporting the data. Sample questions could include:




How many televisions are in your home?
How long is your tibia? Estimate vs. actual
How many pockets are you wearing?

In the process of conducting their own statistics projects, students consider the impact of quality data
collection and analysis. Potential problem areas include biased sampling, measurement errors, and survey
design errors. The projects include crunching the numbers, as well as presenting results in an accurate,
organized mode for others in both oral and written formats. Concepts include variability, random
sampling, analysis of bivariate data, and sampling distributions. These types of projects enhance student
perceptions of the relevancy of statistics.
A number of free tools, as shown in Table 3, are available for students to use in collecting and
analyzing their own data. Free online survey tools are available that students can use to establish and
administer their own surveys. Online survey tools may also include data analysis features to assist in
calculations and disaggregating the data. Students should use technology tools include graphing
calculators, spreadsheets, and statistical packages for data analysis. The on-line graph generators offer a
variety of graphs for given data. Statistical analysis can be used to understand the results (e.g., frequency
tables, graphs, range, average, median, mode, fractions, percentages, hypothesis testing, correlations,
variance, standard deviation.) The R statistical package (https://www.r-project.org/) is free, highly
capable, and extensible. The package has a built-in programming language. The R Commander package
gives point-and-click interface and makes the most common methods easily available. The “R Console”
can be utilized for more complicated analyses.
Table 3: Examples of Free Statistical Tools
Category
Tool
PollDaddy
Online
SurveyMonkey
Survey
Poll
Everywhere
Online
National
Data
Center for
Grapher
Educational
Statistics Kids’
Zone Grapher
NCTM Data
Grapher
NCTM
Advanced
Data Grapher
Free
R Project
Statistical
Software

URL
http://polldaddy.com
http://www.surveymonkey.com
http://www.polleverywhere.com
http://nces.ed.gov/nceskids/createagraph/

https://illuminations.nctm.org/Activity.aspx?id=4098
http://illuminations.nctm.org/Activity.aspx?id=3476

https://www.r-project.org/

These real-life applications afford teachers and students alike opportunities to engage with the
content in creative, purposeful, and relevant ways. Students recognize the power of mathematics as an
essential analytical tool in understanding and interpreting their world.
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Connections through Curriculum Integration
Integrative teaching is viewed as one of the best ways to maximize student learning. Venville,
Sheffield, and Rennie (2008) define integrative curriculum as “the purposeful planning, by teachers, of
strategies and learning experiences to facilitate and enhance learning across key learning areas . . . [as
well as] the demonstration, by students, of knowledge and understandings, skills, and values and
attitudes that transcend individual key learning areas” (p. 859). An integrated or interdisciplinary
curriculum allows for varied instructional approaches that recognize and accommodate differences in
student learning. We teach more effectively when we move beyond basic coverage of isolated skills and
plan for, through cross-disciplinary integration, meaningful and creative student exploration.
NCTM (2000) urges math teachers to “enhance students’ understanding of mathematics by using
other disciplines as sources of problem solving” (p. 278). Applying mathematics to other subject areas
helps students see where mathematics fits into the world at large. To address this, NCTM promotes five
process standards: problem solving, communication, connections, reasoning and proof, and
representation. The key to mathematical competence is learning with understanding so that students are
able to reason, solve problems, and apply their learning to new situations. This theme of connections to
other disciplines continues to be emphasized in NCTM’s Principles to Action (2014) with mathematical
practices promoting reasoning, problem solving, and connections to deepen understanding of concepts
and procedures.
With some effort and planning, teachers can bring multi-disciplinary connections to the forefront by
utilizing real-life applications with cultural relevancy in current and historical data. Social studies naturally
lends itself as the unifying theme for interdisciplinary planning (Senn, Coleman, & McMurtrie, 2010). By
doing their best to connect content areas, teachers can help students see mathematics, social studies, and
other disciplines as “permeating life and not just existing in isolation” (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2000, p. 279). Table 4 displays examples of topics for integration with statistics.
Table 4: Examples of Topics for Statistics with Interdisciplinary Connections
Content
Connections with Statistics
Area
Social
Sociology, Political Science, Psychology
Sciences
Business
Advertising effectiveness, Cost/Revenue/Profit projection
Humanities
History, Arts
Science
Biology, Physical Science
Engineering
Design comparison, Material selection, Optimal settings
Students are more motivated to learn math when it is connected to other disciplines. Connections
through content areas offer an opportunity for rich, relevant teaching and learning. Such integration
helps students make meaningful content correlations and illustrates how mathematics connects to the
lives of students. Students view themselves as a part of a larger picture/bigger community (Stevenson &
Bishop, 2012; Campbell et al., 2000; Caine & Caine, 1991). The more teachers explore this relationship,
the more seamless connections they can make. Analyzing statistics as they relate to various disciplines
develops students’ abilities to think openly and critically. Math links are everywhere and data is a bridge
to make those connections!
An Example of Using Data to Connect Mathematics and Social Studies
Math and social studies occur together in life. When trying to implement math topics in ways that are
relevant to students, integrating social studies is a perfect avenue. Social issues provide context for
connecting mathematics to students’ lives. From interpreting graphs and statistics through current events
to using and analyzing historical data, math and social studies are natural companions. Understanding the
ebbs and flows of the economy, orienting and interpreting maps, and plotting population shifts require
skills from both disciplines. Crowe (2010) highlights four areas of numeracy skills that teachers can
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seamlessly integrate with social studies: raw numeric data in context, percentages in context,
understanding averages, and analyzing graphs and charts.
Investigating the question, “What is the average life expectancy of U.S. presidents?” requires
information from both math and social studies content. Do U.S. Presidents live longer than the average
American? Ask students to explore the question of how long U. S. Presidents generally live. Discuss the
data that could be used to investigate the question and ways to analyze the data. Discuss quantitative
data and qualitative data. Consider factors such as how dangerous the job can be and the type of
healthcare the president may receive. Analyzing U.S. presidential data offers an opportunity for students
to connect mathematics and social studies utilizing a historical data set (see Table 5). See Appendix A for
the entire student sheet.
Table 5: Ages of U.S. Presidents at Their Death

While investigating the ages of U.S. presidents at death, students can use statistical methods to
analyze the data, construct a stem-and-leaf plot, interpret a box-and-whiskers plot, and calculate
measures of central tendency. What does the Stem and Leaf Plot in Table 6 reveal about the data?
Table 6. Stem-and-Leaf Plot of U.S. Presidents Ages at Their Death
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As students calculate statistics and graph the data, they also consider questions such as the following:







How many presidents died in their 40s or 50s?
Who was the youngest to die? Which president lived to be the oldest?
Identify the four presidents who were assassinated. How do these data points impact the data
set?
Construct a stem and leaf plot. Describe the distribution of the data.
Describe the data using the measures of central tendency – mean, median, and mode. How do
these measures relate to the shape of the distribution of the data in the stem-and-leaf plot?
Construct a box-and-whiskers plot representing the data set. Analyze the plot. Discuss quartiles,
the spread of the data, as well as gaps and clusters.

In the discussion of the data, students can look for trends in life expectancy and consider historical
contexts. Students can investigate facts about U.S. presidents, leadership, and government. For example,
we can enhance the discussion of the findings from the data regarding the longevity of life for U.S.
presidents by incorporating the eligibility requirements for presidential candidates. An important part of
the discussion is the minimum age requirement. An examination of presidents’ ages at inauguration
would be another relevant research topic. The U.S. Constitution also requires that the president be a
natural born citizen. A related task could be for students to research where each president was born,
create a map, and graph the data.
Good questions can lead to more questions. As teachers and students investigate presidential data
and average life expectancy, students’ natural curiosity will stimulate additional questions. Teachers can
prompt critical thinking by challenging students to generate additional questions as they examine data.
For example, do U.S. presidents live longer than other Americans? What variables and factors should be
considered? What is the average life expectancy in the United States and how has that changed over
time? How does the average differ among various subgroups? What is the life expectancy in other
countries? What is the average age of a U.S. President while in office? What percentage of former
presidents are still living? How will the age data from current living U.S. Presidents impact the existing
data?
Posing a question in the context of historical data gives meaning to learning data analysis in an
authentic manner. Investigating questions in this manner requires information from both math and social
studies content. The relevancy of a math lesson is enhanced by integrating thought-provoking social
studies data. The precision of the examination of the historical data is strengthened with the use of
appropriate statistical techniques; affording deeper, more complex understandings. Thus, connecting data
analysis with factors pertaining to history and life expectancy brings deeper meaning to both the
mathematics and history concepts.
Conclusion
Data is a bridge connecting mathematics to other content areas. The opportunity to learn statistics in
applicable ways makes the information come alive for students. Teachers can integrate mathematics with
other disciplines in meaningful ways that will allow their students to see the relevancy to their lives. Look
around there are many ways to make statistics come to life!
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Appendix A. Student Sheet for Ages of U.S. Presidents at Their
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Mixing Math and Science:
Collaborating to determine a relationship between number of spines
on Holly leaves and height above ground.
Lisa Pike
Francis Marion University
Abstract
Math and science are connected in an engaging exercise using Holly leaves. Middle and high school
students integrate math into science classes, carry out an investigation, and construct evidence-based
arguments based on numerical data and statistics they collect and apply. Students ask, “Does the number
of spines on the leaf of a Holly differ with height above ground?” and collect data to test their hypotheses.
This reinforces scientific concepts and graphing skills while introducing simple statistics.

The South Carolina Academic Standards and Performance Indicators for Science include eight Science
and Engineering Practices (SEP’s) which are not meant to be taught as a separate “unit”, but should be an
integral part of the content covered in all classes (not just science). Further, students must not just learn
the steps of the scientific method, they must practice them – over and over, in a variety of classes and
disciplines, until they become ingrained – this is the pathway to mathematic and scientific literacy.
Through continual practice and application, and repeatedly engaging in real world, hands-on activities,
students will learn that “evidence” is usually mathematical in nature (data) and an “evidence-based”
argument is a must when defending a claim. In fact, SEP (4) Analyze and interpret data is
indistinguishable from the 2015 South Carolina College-and-Career-Ready Mathematics Standards
(SCCCRS) “portrait of a college and career ready mathematics student” which says that our students must
demonstrate ‘Intellectual Integrity and Curiosity’, by appropriately collecting and synthesizing data and
information in order to develop and test conjectures, and that our students must demonstrate ‘Logical
Reasoning’, by analyzing and evaluating evidence, and forming conclusions based on evidence. To get
students to realize that math is important and useful in a variety of disciplines and classes, for example,
art, or science, it is important to collaborate with other teachers in other disciplines and to engage
students in hands-on, real life investigations that use mathematics outside of mathematics class.
Presented here is a modification of a simple exercise that has its roots in botany (no pun intended),
though it can apply to other topics, such as natural selection, food chains, statistics, graphing, and science
literacy (reading informational texts). This lab is appropriate for middle level or high school students in
mathematics, life science, and ELA classes; with older students I do more with statistics and
independently researching the topic and designing the experiment.
Engage
As a biology teacher, I collaborate with the math faculty for this exercise, which can be done in the
science or math classroom. In fact, it is a treat to be able to take a math class outdoors to begin this
study, and it is an important real life illustration of how to use math in science classes to support a
hypothesis. The SCCCRS and the South Carolina Academic Standards and Performance Indicators for
Science are both covered as students carry out an investigation and construct evidence-based arguments
based on numerical data they collect and statistics they apply (Appendix A). I start by asking students the
question, “Does the number of spines on the leaf of a Holly (Ilex opaca) differ with height above the
ground?” and then we design an experiment to test their hypotheses. The focus question in a biology
class is, “What types of protective adaptations do plants have to deter herbivory?”, but for a math class
we can twist it into, “If we find herbivores at lower heights, will there be significantly more spines on the
lower leaves?” As one way to answer this, I take the class outside where we have school grounds full of
plants exhibiting protective adaptations including Southern Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora, with thick
leathery leaves), poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans, with an oil that makes you itch), roses (Rosa sp.),
with thorns, and the American Holly (Ilex opaca) with spiny teeth on the leaf edges. Most botanists agree
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that Holly does show higher spinescence on branches closer to the ground, and this is easily tested. The
main hypothesis is that spines function as a deterrent against browsing by large mammals, because the
distance between the spines on any given leaf makes them unlikely to work against small insects.
Browsing mammals, like deer, are generally found on the ground so it stands to reason that if the spines
really do deter herbivory, then there will be more spines on leaves that are positioned near the ground,
where the herbivores are found.
As I gather the students around a Holly tree we can review plant biology (Holly is an example of an
angiosperm, or flowering plant. The Holly has male trees, with male flowers (having a stamen), and
female trees with female flowers (having an ovary, which will turn into a fruit, once pollinated (by bees,
wasps, and moths) and fertilized; this means only the female trees have the characteristic red fruits). This
is unlike apple or cherry trees which have one type of tree with one type of “hermaphroditic” flower that
includes both stamens (producing pollen) and ovaries (producing eggs), or maples and oaks which have
one type of tree with both male flower and female flower types on it. I then talk about the variation that
any species can exhibit, and how variation, or plasticity, is normal, and often relates to different
environmental conditions (including predation). Phenotypic plasticity refers to the ability of an organism
to change how it looks in response to environmental conditions, and we can observe this readily in many
plants (Hydrangea, for example, has flowers of different colors depending on the soil pH). Holly shows
leaf plasticity, with leaves varying in number of spines per leaf, as well as variation in color, thickness,
shininess, length and shape of the leaf – all of which the students can point out as we observe the tree.
Humans, too, respond to the environment, for example, the tanning response in the presence of ultra
violet light. Again, it is not your average math class, but it sure does make things interesting, and it
engages the students. They want to know more – and they will need to use math to figure out if there is a
pattern. In fact, math (statistics) is the only way to answer our question.
Explore
I generally give my students the question, “Does the number of spines on the leaf of a Holly (Ilex
opaca) differ with height above the ground?” and ask them to collaborate with their group to make a
hypothesis and a prediction. For example, a good hypothesis might be, “ If spines keep mammals from
eating the holly leaves then up high, above the reach of grazing mammals, the leaves should have fewer
spines”. Thus, we predict that the number of spines on leaves collected from branches near the ground
will be higher than on branches collected higher up. To test this we have to count the number of spines
on leaves taken from different heights off the ground. The numbers of spines will be different – but are
they different enough, or is the difference significant? I explain it like this: Lets say we decide to go out to
lunch each day for the next ten days, and we will flip a coin, and whoever gets heads pays for lunch. So,
the first time, you get the heads and you pay. The second time you also get heads. And the third, and the
fourth, and the fifth …. You start to wonder – “What are the odds of me getting heads each time?” and
“Exactly when do you start to wonder if it is just chance, bad luck, that you had to pay the first five times,
or am I cheating? Is the difference in number significant? If you expected that five out of ten times you
would have to pay, well, is 6/10 ok? Or seven times out of ten? Where do you draw the red line and
accuse me of cheating?” While a Chi Square test can help you determine if the number of spines you
count is different from what you expected, we do not have an expectation for number of spines. The
student t-test, however, can help you to determine where that red line should be drawn - it will compare
the means of two groups of numbers, and tell you if those means are essentially the same, or if they are
significantly different. Student t-tests can be calculated by hand or using a program like Excel, and there
are many websites with resources for teaching t-tests such as http://www.biologyforlife.com/t-test.html.
Next, we collect leaves and bring them back to the lab. In the case of bad weather, or for teachers who
do not have Holly trees readily available (the range for Ilex opaca is the southeastern United States), I
have made a .pdf of leaves taken from a variety of heights. It is easy enough to count spines from these
photocopied leaves, or from holly leaves / branches that you have previously cut and carried to the
classroom (the leaves dry well) – but if you can get outside, collecting the leaves can be fun (you will need
a pole saw and/or a ladder, and do not forget some duct tape or flagging to mark each cut branch with its
height above the ground. Here is another place that math is involved - you can use the old-fashioned
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“ruler” method to estimate the height of the branches they cut down, which is based upon proportions,
and translate feet into metric units.
Once you have the leaves, count the number of spines per leaf (for each height) and get an average,
which can be displayed as a bar graph (Figure 1 & 3). Here is an excellent opportunity to go over graphing
skills, such as what goes on the X vs. Y axis, and using equal increments along the axes. Then calculate the
median and range, and compare the means of the lowest leaves with the highest leaves using a t-test, to
see if the difference is significant (Figure 2 & 4). Student data sheets and the instructions for doing a ttest with Excel are found in Appendices B & C. I generally have students do a t-test by hand with the 10
leaves from the lowest height and the 10 leaves from the highest height as our two groups. Then, using
Excel, I combine all the groups (I usually have six groups, so 60 leaves per height). Sometimes there is not
a significant difference when you look at just ten leaves, but there almost always is when you look at all
60. At this time I can also talk about bias – how did the students select which leaves to count? Was it
random? Should I have assigned one group to pick every fourth leaf, and another group to pick every
third leaf? Did students zero in on the few leaves that had zero or one spine and select those, so they
didn’t have to count as much – would this make a difference in our results? How so?

The emphasis on number of spines at different heights is not really new; the earliest protocol that I
found was with SAPS (Science and Plants with Schools) in 2012 (revised), but teachers have been doing
variations on this for years. At this point, you can either stop and be confident that you have a good
lesson (short, inexpensive, has consistent results, and supplies an opportunity to graph and analyze
results). Or, you could extend the lesson and add scientific argumentation, scientific literature, and some
‘evaluating evidence’ exercises with your ELA teachers.
Explain
Most students will conclude that since the number of spines decreases with height off the ground,
the spines do deter large mammals from eating them. But, they will probably also notice a few other
things: insect damage to some leaves, and no real way to tell if large mammalian herbivores are eating
the Holly or not. And some investigations in the literature point to other factors that deter herbivory or
show that mammals do not really eat holly leaves anyway. So what’s up? It is time to ask more
questions: “What eats American Holly?” Deer, squirrels, chipmunks, meadow voles, red foxes, raccoons,
cottontails, white-footed mice, woodrats (a climbing foraging mammal), and box turtles eat the leaves
and twigs from young holly trees. “Which of these are restricted to ground level?” Insect predators on
Holly include Holly leaf miners (you will find yellow – brown “scribbles” which are actually tunnels
between the upper and lower leaf surfaces) as well as adult two-banded Japanese weevils and black vine
weevils (eating notches into holly leaf margins, particularly the new leaves). “Would spines also deter
small insects, like weevils?”
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Elaborate
Now it is time to reflect upon our data and do some research – have other scientists studied leaf
plasticity in Holly trees? Other trees with spines on leaves, or thorns on branches? Ask, “What have they
found? Do you agree with their findings?” A literature search yields several fairly easy to read papers on
the subject. With the ELA faculty, I give students two to three papers and we look at the experimental
design and results, and compare them to ours. We will look at the species studied, the mammalian or
insect herbivore, the experimental design (some studies remove spines with clippers), and results. I really
like the paper by S. Cooper and T. Ginnett (1998), which looks at how the spines on an Acacia shrub
reduced woodrat (a climbing mammal) foraging efficiency, and the paper by M. Supnick (1983), which
assess whether the spines on American Holly were more for convective cooling or for herbivore
deterrence. Both papers are short (3 and 2 pages respectively), contain data, and are easy to read; there
is also a five-page paper by D. Potter and T. Kimmerer (1988) that found little evidence for herbivory by
mammals, or for the hypothesis that a greater number of spines would reduce herbivory. This paper is
especially good for encouraging the students to read informational texts, trace and evaluate claims, and
assess whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient to support the claims
(SCCCRS-ELA, grades 6-8, RI.MC.5) as well as applying disciplinary concepts and tools to investigate
questions (SCCCRS-ELA, grades 6-8, I.1 and I.3), both of which tie in well with SEP #7, engaging in
argument from evidence, and SEP #8, obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. Taken
together the papers
1) Show alternate hypotheses for the development of leaf spines, including a possibility of leaf
spines increasing surface area to volume relationships, which in turn increases cooling - this
connects well with the South Carolina Crosscutting Concept: Structure and Function;
2) Improve graph making, reading, and analysis skills;
3) Show several possible experimental designs and methods for determining the answer to the
question, and
4) Show potential discord among researchers as to the conclusion (Potter and Kimmerer tried
removing spines and then feeding Holly to caterpillars, and they quantified mammalian herbivory on
Holly with regards to degree of spination – they actually concluded that, for insects, it is the thickness
of the leaf (not number of spines) that deters herbivory on Holly. Further, they found that mammals
didn’t really eat Holly anyway, spines or not, the leaves have a bad taste and poor nutritional value;
however, Cooper and Ginnett found that increased number of Acacia spines decreased herbivory by
small mammals, and Supnick did find that insect herbivores preferred Holly leaves with fewer spines.
This discord is important: not all things scientific have definite answers. There is still a lot to learn.
All of these things lead to discussions on how to plan and carry out scientific experiments, ensuring
that all variables except your independent variable are controlled for, that there is replication, and that
you need to be open to other explanations (other than your hypothesis), even if the data supports your
hypothesis, i.e., just because there are fewer spines at greater heights off the ground does not mean that
the lack of tall herbivores is solely responsible for this – it may be that cooling also has an effect on
spinescence.
Evaluate
Now is the time to see what the students have learned. For this, pose a different question: “Oak
trees (Quercus spp.) also show leaf plasticity, with leaves in the full sun having deeper lobes than leaves in
the shade. How could you test this? What might explain this?” Or – as you look at the Holly you will
notice many other differences in the leaves – such as amount of insect damage. “Does this too change
with height off the ground? Or does it differ between “sun” leaves and “shade” leaves?” Give the
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students a fake data set for one of these conditions, and have them calculate descriptive statistics and do
a t-test to determine if the difference in means is significant or not.

Figure 3. A student examines Holly leaves
and counts the number of spines on each leaf.

Figure 4. Leaves were taken from different heights off the
ground, and students generally find that there are significantly
fewer spines on leaves from higher up in the Holly tree.
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Appendix A.
These selected standards reflect middle school indicators.
Connections to the South Carolina College-and Career-Ready Standards for Mathematics, Grades Six
through Eight (2015)
6.DS.1 Differentiate between statistical and non-statistical questions.
6.DS.2 Use center (mean, median, mode), spread (range, interquartile range, mean absolute value), and
shape (symmetrical, skewed left, skewed right) to describe the distribution of a set of data collected to
answer a statistical question.
7.DSP.1 Investigate concepts of random sampling.
7.DSP.2 Draw inferences about a population by collecting multiple random samples of the
same size to investigate variability in estimates of the characteristic of interest.
7.DSP.3 Visually compare the centers, spreads, and overlap of two displays of data (i.e., dot plots,
histograms, box plots) that are graphed on the same scale and draw inferences about this data.
7.DSP.4 Compare the numerical measures of center (mean, median, mode) and variability (range,
interquartile range, mean absolute deviation) from two random samples to draw inferences about the
populations.
Connections to the South Carolina College- and Career-Ready Standards for English Language Arts,
Grades Six through Eight (2015)
Inquiry-based Literacy Standards (I), Standard 1: Formulate relevant, self-generated questions based
on interests and/or needs that can be investigated.
Inquiry-based Literacy Standards (I), Standard 3: Construct knowledge, applying disciplinary concepts
and tools, to build deeper understanding of the world through exploration, collaboration, and analysis.
Reading – Informational Text (RI), Meaning and Context (MC), Standard 5: Determine meaning and
develop logical interpretations by making predictions, inferring, drawing conclusions, analyzing,
synthesizing, providing evidence, and investigating multiple interpretations.
Reading – Informational Text (RI), Meaning and Context (MC), Standard 7: Research events, topics,
ideas, or concepts through multiple media, formats, and in visual, auditory, and kinesthetic modalities.
Writing (W) – Meaning, Context, and Craft (MCC), Standard 1: Write arguments to support claims with
clear reasons and relevant evidence.
Connections to the South Carolina Academic Standards and Performance Indicators for Science
(2014)
Standard 6.L.5: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the structures, processes, and
responses that allow protists, fungi, and plants to survive and reproduce.
Standard 6.L.5B.5 Analyze and interpret data to describe how plants respond to external stimuli
(including temperature, light, touch, water, and gravity).
Standard 7.EC.5: The student will demonstrate an understanding of how organisms interact with and
respond to the biotic and abiotic components of their environments.
Standard 8.E.6B. Conceptual Understanding: Adaptation by natural selection acting over generations is
one important process by which species change in response to changes in environmental conditions).
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Appendix B
Student Worksheet for Holly Spines exercise
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Appendix C
Statistical Analysis for Holly Leaf Spination:
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